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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

COUNTY OF RAMSEY 

In the Matter of the Proposed 
Amendment of Rules Governing 
the Regulation of High pH 
Hazardous Waste Which is 
Reused or Recycled, 
Minn. Rules Parts 7045 . 0125 
and 7045.0142 

I. INTRODUCTION 

MINNESOTA POLLUTION 

CONTROL AGENCY 

STATEMENT OF NEED 
AND REASONABLENESS 

The subject of this proceeding is the revision of rules of 

the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (hereinafter "Agency") 

governing the management of hazardous waste by beneficial use, 

reuse, recycling or reclamation, Minn . Rules pt . 7045 . 0125 

(1984), and the adoption of a new rule establishing a procedure 

for determining whether a waste with a pH above 12.5 will cause 

dermal irritation, Minn. Rules pt . 7045 . 0142. These rules are 

proposed for amendment pursuant to the Agency's authority under 

Minn. Stat . S 116.07, subd. 4 (1984) . 

The proposed amendments to the Agency's rules set forth the 

management requirements applicable to a waste which is hazardous 

solely because it has a pH greater than 12.5, does not contain a 

listed waste, does not exhibit any other characteristic of a 

hazardous waste, i s not a sludge as defined in 40 C.F . R. S 260.10, 

is not a primary irritative substance and is to be beneficially 

used, reused, recycled or reclaimed . The proposed amendments 

also establish the procedure to be used to determine if the waste 

is a primary irritative substance . 
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This Statement of Need and Reasonableness is divided into 

several parts. Part II contains the Agency's explanation of the 

need for the proposed amendments. Part III contains the Agency's 

explanation of the reasonableness of the proposed amendments. 

Pursuant to the requirements of Minn. Stat.§ 14.115 (1984), 

Part IV documents how the Agency has considered the methods of 

reducing the impact of the proposed amendments on small busi

ne sses. Part VI contains a list of the exhibits relied on by the 

Age ncy to support the proposed amendments. The exhibits are 

available for review at :the Agency's offices at 1935 West County 

Road B- 2, Roseville, Minnesota 55113. 

II. NEED FOR THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE HAZARDOUS WASTE RULES 

Minn . Stat. ch. 14 requires an agency to make an affirmative 

presentation of facts establishing the need for and reasonable

ness of the rules or amendments proposed. In general terms this 

means that an agency must set forth the reasons for its proposal 

and the reasons must not be arbitrary or capricious. However, to 

the extent that need and reasonableness are separate, need has 

come to mean that a problem exists which requires administrative 

attention and reasonableness means that the solution proposed by 

the agency is appropriate. 

Need is a broad test that does not easily lend itse lf to an 

evaluation of each proposed revision: In this broad sense the 

need for ame ndments to the Agency's rules gove rning the manage

ment of hazardous waste by reuse or recycling arises as a result 
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of information received by the Agency that Minnesota's stringent 

rules regarding recycling and reuse of hazardous wastes may 

inappropriately restrict the management options available for 

certain wastes. 

In particular, a reuse/recycling market exists for wastes 

which are classified by Minn. Rules pt. 7045.0131, subp. 4, as 

hazardous only because the pH ex~eeds 12.5. Such wastes may be 

neutral ized and when neutralized do not present any significant 

hazard to public health or welfare or the environment . For 

example, a calcium sulfate slurry, which is a hazardous waste 

only because the pH is greater than 12.5, is produced in an 

alkali processing plant in California. This slurry is dried and 

the solids remaining are sold as agricultural gypsum for soil 

conditioning. High pH wastes also have an application as an 

additive for neutralizing the acidic scrubber solution produced 

in flue gas desulfurization systems. 

The Agency has been informed however, that subjecting such 

wastes to manifesting and other pretransport requirements when 

they are to be reused or recycled increases the possibility that 

these wastes will be disposed of rather than reused because the 

cost of disposal may be less than the cost of recycling the 

waste. Disposal is the least desirable management option for 

hazardous waste. Whenever there is a choice between disposing of 

hazardous waste and managing that waste to avoid disposal, the 

latter option should be c hosen. Experience has shown that 
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hazardous waste disposal facilities have presented risks to the 

environment. For example, many of the sites being cleaned up 

under state and federal "Superfund" laws, are sites where 

hazardous and other wastes were disposed of in the past. Many of 

these sites were permitted as disposal facilities and at the time 

of permitting were considered to be state of the art facilities. 

Moreover, information is now com;ng in that some of the facili

ties to which waste from these "Superfund" sites is being sent 

are leaking. Disposal capacity at permitted hazardous waste 

facilities is limited. To the extent it can be encouraged 

without presenting any hazard to human health, welfare or the 

environment, the beneficial use, reuse, recycling and reclamation 

of hazardous waste should be encouraged. 

The proposed amendments reduce the requirements applicable to 

certain high pH wastes which are to be reused or recycled. Such 

reduced requirements are needed to promote recycling and 

discourage disposal. 

III. REASONABLENESS OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE HAZARDOUS 
WASTE RULES 

The Agency is required by Minn. Stat. ch. 14 to make an 

affirmative presentation of facts establishing the reasonableness 

of the rules or amendments proposed. Reasonableness is the oppo

site of arbitrariness and capriciousness. It means that there is 

a rational basis for the Agency's action. 

As discussed above, strict regulatory control of the manage-
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ment of selected hazardous wastes which have a be neficial reuse 

market may discourage recycling a nd present a significant disposa l 

problem. Minnesota's rules governing the recycling of hazardous 

waste are more stringent than the corresponding federal regula

tions. Under the federal regulations, most waste which is to be 

be ne ficially reused or legitimately recycled is exempt from regu

lation . Minnesota's rules do no~ exempt hazardous waste destined 

for recycling from regulation. Rather, the rules specify which 

requireme nts must be met based on the type of hazardous waste, the 

process involved in reuse, or recycling of the waste, and the abi

lity of the waste to damage human health or the environment if the 

waste is mismanaged. 

Under both Minnesota rules and federal regulations a waste is 

classified as a hazardous waste either due to the fact that it 

exhibits one or more characteristics, or because it is a listed 

hazardous waste. Among the characteristics which make a waste 

hazardous is corrosivity. This characteristic is determined 

either by a pH test, or a steel corrosion test. Based on the pH 

test, a waste having a pH greater than 12.5 is a hazardous waste . 

Minn. Rules pt. 7045.0131, subp. 4. The pH test provides an 

indicator as to the waste's properties; however, it does not 

actually test the waste's ability to act as a corrosive substance . 

Agency staff have evidence which shows that some wastes 

which have a pH greater than 12.5 do not cause de rmal irritat ion. 

See Exhibit 4. This me~ns that while the waste is classified as 
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hazardous, it does not act as a corrosive substance. As 

discussed above, a commercial market exists for the reuse of high 

pH waste which is classified as hazardous only because of the 

high pH. It is therefore reasonable to subject this waste to 

fewer regulatory requirements if it is to be beneficially reused 

or recycled. The proposed rules are reasonable because they 

relax certain management require~ents for a readily recycled 

hazardous waste which presents a minimal hazard to the public 

health while retaining sufficient requirements to insure that the 

waste is being properly managed. 

Minn. Rules pt. 7045.0125 provides that a hazardous waste 

that is to be beneficially used, reused or legitimately recycled 

or reclaimed is exempt from the the management requirements for 

hazardous waste and from the Agency's permitting requirements 

except as specified in the rule. Subpart 2, Items A - E set 

forth the management requirements applicable to various types of 

wastes which are to be reused or recycled. The Agency is pro

posing to amend Subpart 2 of Part 7045 . 0125 to add a new item F 

which will set forth the requirements for certain high pH wastes 

which are to be reused or recycled. 

Under the proposed new Item F, to qualify for these reduced 

requirements the waste must have the following characteristics. 

First, the waste must not be a sludge as defined in 40 C. F.R. 

S 260 . 10 (1984). 40 C . F.R. S 260 . 10 (1984) defines "sludge" as 

solid, semi- solid, or liquid waste generated from a municipal, 
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commercial, or industrial wastewater treatment plant, water 

supply treatment plant, or air pollution control facility exclu

sive of the treated effluent from a wastewater treatment plant. 

The requirements applicable to the reuse or recycling of wastes 

which meet the federal definition of sludge are set forth in 

Minn. Rules pt. 7045.0125, subp. 2, items C. and E., and are at 

l east as stringent as the correseonding federal requirements. 

The proposed requirements for high pH wastes are less stringent 

than those applicable to wastes which meet the federal definition 

of a sludge. Since Minnesota has received final authorization 

for its hazardous waste program pursuant to the Resource 

Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 u.s.c. §§ 6901 et seq., the 

Agency's rules must be at least as stringent as the federal regu

lations. Therefore, it is reasonable and necessary that this new 

provision not apply to wastes meeting the federal definition of a 

sludge. 

Second, the waste cannot contain a listed hazardous waste and 

must be classified as hazardous only because the pH exceeds 12.5. 

The State rules and the currently effective federal regulations 

make a distinction in management requirements based on whether or 

not the waste is or contains listed hazardous waste. Wastes which 

contain listed hazardous wastes are subject to more stringent 

requirements. This distinction is reflective of the difference in 

risks posed by characteristic hazardous wastes versus listed 

hazardous wastes. If a waste is hazardous because it exhibits 
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a characteristic of a hazardous waste in addition to high pH, it 

is also subject to more stringent requirements. This is reason

able since pH is a characteristic of hazardous waste which can be 

readily eliminated through neutralization, or potentially, by 

dewatering. Therefore, if the waste contains no listed waste and 

does not demonstrate any other characteristic of a hazardous waste 

(e.g., EP toxicity or ignitabili~y) it presents a minimal hazard 

to the public and the environment. 

In order to qualify for the reduced reuse or recycling 

requirements, the waste must have been demonstrated not t"o be a 

primary irritative substance. Proposed rule Part 7045.0142 

establishes the testing procedure which must be used. The reason

ableness of the proposed test is discussed below. While the pH 

of a waste is an indicator of its ability to act as a corrosive 

or irritative substance, it does not actually test the waste's 

ability to act as a corrosive. Not all high pH wastes are in 

fact irritative or corrosive. High pH wastes which are not 

irritative pose little risk of harm to human health and such 

wastes may be safely reused or recycled with only minimal manage

ment requirements. 

Under the proposed amendment, the waste would be subject to 

the following requirements: 

A. Minn. Rules pts. 7045.0214 to 7045.0217. These parts 

specify the procedures for evaluating the waste and reporting the 

results to the Agency. It is reasonable to require that the 
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waste be evaluated since the waste must be tested to assure that 

it is hazardous only because the pH exceeds 12.5 and that it con

tains no listed wastes. 

B. Minn. Rules pts. 7045.0220 to 7045.0230 and 7045.0240 to 

7045.0249. These parts require the generator to submit a hazard

ous waste disclosure and a management plan for the waste and to 

obtain a generator identificatiop number. These requirements are 

reasonable since they provide information regarding the manage

ment of the waste and assurance that the management plan is 

appropriate for the waste being handled. 

C. Minn. Rules pt. 7045.0296. This part requires the 

generator to submit an annual report to the Agency Director. This 

is a reasonable requirement because hazardous waste manifests are 

not required and the annual reports will provide information 

verifying that the waste was in fact reused or recycled and also 

provide information of the actual volume and destination of the 

waste. 

D. Minn. Rules pts. 7045.1000 to 7045.1030. These parts 

require compliance with the hazardous waste management ordinances 

of the seven metropolitan counties. This is reasonable since 

generators of hazardous waste in the seven metropolitan counties 

must submit their disclosures to the county rather than to the 

Agency and to comply with the counties' hazardous waste ordinances. 

Proposed rule Minn. Rule pt. 7045.0142 sets forth the testing 

method to be used to determine whether a high pH waste is a pri-
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mary irritative substance. The method required by the rule is 

the test commonly known as the "rabbit skin patch test." The 

test is the same one used for evaluation of products by the 

Consumer Product Safety Commission and was also the testing proce

dure for determining whether a substance was an irritative 

substance under the hazardous waste rules adopted by the Agency 

in 1979. The test procedure was.deleted from the rules when the 

irritative category was deleted in 1984. Use of this testing 

method is reasonable since it is a standardized procedure used 

for over forty years. 

Proposed Part 7045.0142 provides that an irritative substance 

is a substance exhibiting skin irritation of an empirical score 

of five or more as determined by the "rabbit skin patch test." 

The empirical score of five specified in the proposed rule is 

that which was used in the Agency's hazardous waste rules as 

adopted in 1979. Tpe Agency's rationale for adopting the empiri

cal score of five is discussed in the Exhibits and testimony pre

sented during the hearing on the adoption of those rules. Those 

documents are included as exhibits in this proceeding and are 

listed in Part VI. 

An empirical score of five is also the standard used by the 

United States Food and Drug Administration (U.S. FDA). It is the 

opinion of the U.S. FDA that any substance which produces a score 

of five or more would produce a degree of primary irritation if 

applied to intact human skin. The categories of irritation 
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described by the method are erythema, which is redness: edema, 

raising of the treated skin above the unaffected surrounding skin: 

and eschars, which are a deeper irritation causing sloughing or 

scabbing of the outer layer of skin. 

For irritation to be moderate to severe, erythema, eschar, 

and edema formation must reach a value of 2-3. Assuming an 

average value of 2.5, a score o( 5 would result for the 24 hour 

and 72 hour tests. Scores of less than 5 would indicate the 

substance would not be classified an irritant to human skin, and 

does not pose the threat associated with a corrosive substance. 

Therefore, although the pH of the waste indicates it is a corro

sive, this test shows that the waste does not exhibit the ability 

to act as a corrosive or irritative substance on the skin. 

It is reasonable to specify the method to clarify what is 

meant by an irritative substance. Moreover, as discussed above, 

it is reasonable to use this particular method since it is stan

dard method used by the United States Consumer Product Safety 

Commission and has been in use for over 40 years to determine the 

skin-irritating tendencies of consumer products. 

IV. CONSIDERATION OF SMALL BUSINESS 

Minn. Stat. S 14.115 (1984} requires Minnesota agencies, when 

proposing amendments to existing rules which may affect small 

businesses, to consider reducing the impact of the rule on small 

businesses. The objective of Minn. Stat. ch. 116 is to protect 

the public health and welfare and the environment from the adverse 
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effects which will result when hazardous waste is mismanaged. 

Considerations which would apply less stringent requirements to 

the hazardous waste generated by small businesses would be 

contrary to the MPCA's mandate. 

However, the proposed change in reuse or recycle requireme nts 

for high pH wastes would subject such wastes to fewer requirements 

if they were to be reused or recycled . This should promote the 

reuse and recycling of such wastes and thus reduce the cost of 

management. The waste generated by small businesses has the same 

protential for harming human health and the environment as that 

produced by larger businesses. Moreover, the size of the business 

does not necessarily relate to the amount or type of waste 

generated. The impact of improper management of hazardous waste 

on the environment depends on the waste and not the size of the 

business which generated the waste . The requirements imposed on 

the reuse or recycling or high pH wastes by the proposed amend

ments are the minimum necessary to protect human health and the 

environment. To the extent that the proposed amendments reduce 

the cost of hazardous waste management small businesses will bene

fit. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The MPCA has, in this document and its exhibits, made its pre

sentation of facts establishing the need for and reasonableness of 

the proposed amendments to Minnesota's hazardous waste rules. 

This document constitutes the MPCA's Statement of Need and 
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Reasonableness for the proposed amendments to the hazardous waste 

rules. 

VI. LIST OF EXHIBITS 

The Agency is relying on the following documents to support 

these amendments. 

MPCA 
Ex. No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Title 

16 Code of Federal Regulations, section 1500.41. 
Method of testing primary irritant substances. 

Toxicological Criteria for Defining Hazardous Wastes, 
Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Batelle Memorial 
Institute, September 30, 1976 

In the Matter of the Proposed Adoption of Rules 
Governing the Identification, Classification, Storage, 
Collection, Transportation and Disposal of Hazardous 
Waste and of Amendments to the Minnesota Regulations 
SW 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7. Transcript of Hearing, 
Vol. II, October 24, 1977, pages 193 - 195; Vol. III, 
October 25, 1977, pages 229 - 235, 299, 300, 314, 315, 
and 364 

Primary Dermal Irritation Test on Lime Sludge, 
Raltech Laboratories, Madison, Wisconsin, September 
1981. 

Dated: March , 1985 ~~w THOMAS J:ir.ITOWSKI 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
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Control Act 1972, not a single material was 

selected on that basis. 6 Thus, material_s which may qualify as 

phytotoxic also demonstrate sufficient aquatic or mammalian 

toxicity to be designated by other criteria. Should a good 

standard phytotoxic evaluation be developed in the future, use 

of related criteria could be reconsidered. 

Corrosive/ Irritation 

Acidity and alkalinity are not the sole material properties 

which may cause corrosion or irritation of skin as a result of 

direct contact. Consequently, it is necessary to consider 

additional criteria for materials which may irritate or damage 

skin upon contact. The obvious concern here is for operators 

or handlers, who may come into contact with a waste during the 

management cycle as well as for the general public which could 

come in direct contact with wastes at landfills or other sites 

open to public access. 

The mode of action is straight forward. Similarly, the 

degree of effect is relatively easy to specify. Wastes should 

be designated as hazardous if they are corrosive or cause severe 

irritation. Corrosive materials are those that cause irreversable 

damage to tissue as observed after application to skin. Standard 

tests are described by Hagen and Oraize and the National 

Academy of Sciences (Appenqix C). Primary irritation requires 

a more subjective judgement. 
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Basically, severe irritation is evidenced by erytherna and 

eschar formation, and/ or edema formation . Erythema is a redness 

of the s kin while eschar formations care associated with a 

s imilar injury in depth . Edema refers to raising of the skin 

above the unaffected surrounding skin. The appropriate test and 

a scoring system fo~ results are described in 16 CFR 1500 ~41 

wh_ich is reprinted below: 

1500.51 Method of testing primary irritant substances. 

Primary irritation to the skin is measured by a 

patch-test technique on the abraded and intact skin 

of the albino rabbit, clipped free of hair. A min

imum of six subjects are used in abraded and intact 

skin tests . Introduced under a square patch, such 

as surgical gauze measuring l inch by 1 inch and two 

single layers thick, 0.5 mililiter (in the case of 

liquids) or 0.5 gram (in the case of solids and semi

solids) of the test substance. Dissolve solids in an 

appropriate solvent and apply the solution as for 

liquids. The 'animals are immobilized with patches 

secured in place by adhesive tape. The entire trun.k 

of the animal is then wrapped with an impervious 

material, such as rubberized cloth, for the 24-hour 

period ef exposure. This material aids in position 

and retards the evaporation of volatile substances. 
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-'I - .( ~;,osure, the patches are removed 

and the resulting reactions are evaluated on the basis 

of the designated values in the following table: 

Skin Reaction Value 1 

Erythema and eschar formation: 

No erythema 

Very slight erythema (barely percep
tible) 

Well-defined erythema 

Moderate to severe erythema 

Severe erythema (beet redness) to 
slight eschar formations (injuries in 

0 

1 

2 

3 

depth) 4 

Edema formation: 

No edema O 

Very slight edema (barely perceptible) 1 

Slight edema (edges of area well de-
fined by definite raising) 2 

Moderate edema (raised approximately 
l millimeter) 3 

Severe edema (raised more than 1 mil-
limeter and extending beyond the area 
of exposure) 4 

1The "value" recorded for each reading is the 
average value of the six or more animals subject 
to the test. 

Readings are again made at the end of the total of 

72 hours (48 hours after the first reading) . An 

equal number of exposures are made on areas of 

skin that have been previously abraded. The 
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abrasions are minor incisions through the stratum 

corneum, but not sufficiently deep to disturb the 

derma or to produce bleeding. Evaluate the reactions 

of the abraded skin at 24 hours and 72 hours, as 

described in this paragraph. Add the values for 

erythema and eschar formation at 24 hours and at 

72 hours (four values). Similarly, add the values 

for edema formation at 24 hours and at 72 hours for 

intact and abraded skin (four values) . The total 

of the eight values is divided by four to give the 

primaFy irritation score; for example: 

Skin Reaction 

Erythema and eschar forma
tion: 

Intact Skin 

Do 

Abraded Skin 

Do 

Subtotal 

Edema formation: 

Intact Skin 

Do 

Abraded skin 

Do 

Subtotal 

TOTAL 

63 

Exposure 
Time 

(Hours) 

24 

72 

24 

72 

24 

72 

24 

72 

Evalu
tion Value 

2 

l 

3 

2 

8 

0 

1 

1 

2 

4 

12 



Thus, the primary irritation score is 12 + 4 = 3. 

For irritation to be moderate to severe, erythema, eschar 

and edema formation must reach a value of 2-3. Assuming an 

average of 2.5, this would correspond with a total primary 

irritation score of S. Therefore, hazardous wastes are defined 

as those which show corrosive (irreversible) effects on skin or 

yield a primary irritation score of s. Further information on 

irritation testing can be found in the appended papers by 

Hagen and Draize, and the National Academy of Sciences (Appendix 

C) • 

Recommended Criteria 

In summary, it is posited that the most equitable approach 

to designating wastes as hazardous or nonhazardous is based on 

the selection of quantitative criteria where possible and that 

these criteria should reflect the nature of waste management 

activities. In particular, a technical rationale should be 

employed to select criteria as opposed to reliance on designations 

generated for other types of materials under other circumstances. 

This approach has been applied for the development of a working 

definition of hazardous wastes for utilization in MPCA regulatory 

program. Based on the potential hazard exposure modes discussed 

in preceeding sections, the following criteria are recommended 

for that program: 

• Oral Toxicity - Lo50 ~ 500 mg/Kg body weight; 

• Dermal Toxicity - Lo50 ~ 1000 mg/Kg body weight; 
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· Repr"inted from: 

Draize, J. H. 1965. Appraisal of the 
foods, drugs, and cosmetics - Dermal 
Food and Drug Officials of the 1.s. 

DERMAL TOXICITY 

safety of chemicals in 
toxicity. Assoc. of 
Topeka, Kansas. Pp. 46-59. 

J. H. Draize, Ph.D., Chief, Skin Toxicity Branch 

This revision of the section on dermal toxicity varies from 
the 1955 edition by the addition of sections on photosensitiza
tion and aerosol preparations. There are a number of minor 
revisions in detail on the sections on local and systemic dermal 
toxicity procedures . 

Any substance capable of eliciting a reaction when applied 
topically to the skin, its appendages, or to mucous membrane 
demonstrates a capacity for absorption. On absorption by the 
skin or mucous membranes, substances may elicit local effects 
(local toxicity) or systemic effects (systemic toxicity) or 
both. The local effects are more properly termed "irritations," 
a general term to describe essentially eczematous or contact 
dermatoses in the case of the skin or of inflammation in the 
case of mucous membranes. Skin irritation may result from con
tact with substances which are primary irritants or from contact 
with substances producing sensitizations. A third type of local 
skin effect is recognized, and is termed "skin fatigue." 

SOLVENTS OR VEHICLES FOR AGENTS IN DERMAL STUDIES 

Whenever possible a formulation intended for topical use 
should be studied as submitted. Frequently it is desirable to 
determine the toxicity of one or more of the individual compo
nents of a formulation. The choice of a proper solvent or 
vehicle in such studies often poses a problem. The solvent or 
vehicle must permit solution, or at least a colloidal dispersion 
(for example, emulsion or fine suspension) . However, the sol
vent of choice must not per s e disturb significantly the normal 
physiological function of the skin nor contribute to the over-all 
toxicity of the compou~d under study. Although the solubility 
characteristics of the many varied agents which may come under 
study does not permit an enumeration of such solvents or vehicles, 
dimethyl phthalate, or aqueous solutions of ethy l alcohol, or 
isopropyl alcohol, or propylene glycol have been found suitable 
for a wide variety of substances. 
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LOCAL TOXICITY ---~---
(a) ? r imary Irritation of the Skin. If the skin tissue is 

able to dea l with the excitant (irritating substance), the reac
tion is physiological (normal)1 however, if the action of the 
excitant is excessive, the reaction is pathological (abnormal) , 
and irritation results. Irritation is an extreme reaction of 
tissues to an insult, or injury and i~ best characterized as 
incipient inflanunation. The inflammatory process may vary from 
a barely perceptible hyperemia, to edema formation and resicula
tion, and finally to an intense suppurative process. Irritation 
per se is not measured, but the result or consequence of irrita
tion, that is, the injury reaction following irritation. 

A primary irritant may be defined as a substance producing 
an injury on first contact. The resultant injury will depend on: 

(1) Nature of irritant 

(2) Concentration of irritant 

(2) Total elapsed time of exposure 

Primary irritation of the skin is measured by a patch-test 
technique on the abraded and intact skin of the albino rabbit 
clipped free of hair. A minimum of six subjects is used per 
preparation tested. The method consists of introducing under a 
one-inch patch 0.5 ml. (in case of liquids) or 0.5 gm. (in case 
of solids and semisolids) of the test substance. It is also 
desirable in the case of solids to attempt solubilizing in an 
appropriate solvent (see above) and to apply the solution as for 
liquids. The animals are immobilized in an animal holder with 
patches secured in place by adhesive tape. The entire trunk of 
the animal is then wrapped with rubberized cloth for the entire 
24:hour period of exposure. This latter procedure aids in main
taining the test patches in position, and, in addition, retards 
the evaporation of volatile substances. After the 24 hours of 
exposure the patches are removed, and the resulting reactions 
are evaluated on the basis of scores in Table 1. 

Readings are made also after 72 hours, and the final score 
represents an average of the 24- and 72-hour readings. An equal 
number of exposures are made on areas of skin which have been 
previously abraded. The ~brasions are minor incisions thr~ugh 
the stratum corneum, but not sufficiently deep to disturb the 
derma (that is, not sufficiently deep to produce bleeding). 
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TABLE 1· 

Eral11olio,a of Skiri P.coclion~ 
(1) };rylhcnua And 1::tch:u J,'ormation 

No cry t hem:.. . • . . • • .. • . . • • • . . • . • • . • . ... .... ... .......... . ................. 'o 
Very •li~h\ rrylhem:\ (barely ~rccptil>le) ... .. .... ........... · . ............. 1 
\Yell t.lcfiurJ crythrmA . . . •.. . • . . •.. .. ..•• . •••. . •• •••.••.••.• • • • ••.•••••.•.•• 2 
t.todcr~lc lo ,eve re crylhema . . .. .. .. ...... ... . . . . .... . .. . ....... ..... . . . .. . 3 
Severe rrylhema (bl'et rel.Inc-•) to alicht e1ch:1r lormalion (injuries in depth) .. ~ 

Total r,Msihle erytheml_acore .. ..•• ••.••.• · . ............. . .. ....... : . • . • • • 4 
(2) Edema .t·onn:ition 

N d • . . o e ema .•.•..•.• . • . . . ..•.• .• : . • • • • . • • . • . • .. • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • • • • • .. • .. • • . . • • O 
. \'cry 1lii;ht cdcmA (hnrely perceptible) .... .. . .• ....•....... .. .••.•.•.. • ...• 1 

Slir,ht edcm~ (cd,es or :iru • ·ell defined by c!c6nite rai1inc) . . . .. . . ... ... ... 2 
,\loder:itc cdem:i (r.:ii!'eJ .:ipproximately 1 mm) ... . ; .•....... •.• .. •.. . ••. • . . . 3 
Severe edema (raised more than 1 mm and extendin, beyond :ue:a of cxpo.ure) . 4 

. . 
Total pos~ii:>Je eciema ICO,C . ••• .• .•.••••. • .• • • • •• ~ . ....... ..... ....... .... .. 

The total erythema and edema scores are added in both the 
24- and 72-hour re.adings, and the averages of the scores for 
intact and abraded skin are combined; this combined average is 
referred to as the primary irritation index. It is useful for 
placing compounds in general groups with reference to irritant 
properties. 

Compounds producing combined averages (primary irritation 
indexes) of 2 or less are only mildly irritating; whereas those 
with indexes from 2 to 5 are moderate irritants, and those with 
scores above 6 are considered severe irritants. 

(b) Testing of Rubefacients or Counterirritants. The test
ing of rubefacients and counterirritants presents a special prob
lem. These substances are formulated to produce some degree of 
local skin irritation. However, a counterirritant must not, 
through its prescribed use, elicit frank skin damage, namely, 
necrosis or eschar formation. In the testing of such prepara
tions, the recommended procedure is to apply the formulation to 
the clipped skin of the back and flanks of the albino rabbit 
according to the label directions for· the product. Considera
tion is given to the total skin area treated and the reactions 
produced. The mechanical details of this experiment are similar 
to those described in the 20-day subacute dermal toxicity pro
cedures described in a subsequent item of this section, except 
that dosages are not related to the body weight of the experi
mental subject. A minimum of six albino rabbits (three with· 
intact and three· with abraded skin) is employed. 
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Section ffi13BC --

0. Excuse rne, Hr. Kinsey. I think there might be a typo in 

there. You are going to refer to the irritative material 

as in your typed t e stimony, that's really an HW2B3C, i s 

that correct? 

' k Yes, it is. 

·.·,.:·, 
'< 

Section Hl'lc).B3C p:-ovide s that a waste which is an 

irritative material be classified as a hazardoud waste. 

lfli lB19 defines an irritative material as a non

corrosive material which has the property to cause local 

reversible injury to a biological membrane at the site 

of contact and is determined by: A. The practical exper

ience with the was te where the long-term exposures have 

causedfirst degree burns and where the long-term exposures 

have cause d -- the s hort-term exposure s have caused 

first degree burns and wher e longer exposure s have c aused 

second degree burns; or B. The skin irritation of an 

empirical score of Sor ~ore as purs uant to title 16 of 

the CFR section 1,500.41, the primary skin irritation 

procedure is t he one used by the cons umer product safe t y 

commission. 

ThA eye irritation criteria of the conswner p r o~u~t 
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safety comraisRion were not .used because of concern that 

the irritative nature of many wastes that are suitable 

for routine waste management may be due to pieces of grit 

and dirt and in the test sample that would result in 

their inap?rO?riate clasuification as hazardous waste •• 

The experi~nce criteria was added as ·an economi cal alter

native to biological t esting that was referred to in 

l6CFR and to be used in cases where the generator has 

practical experience in handling the waste • . 

The Department of Transportation's definition of an 

irritative material takes into account not only those 

materials which give off intensive irritating fur.lcs, but 

also those that when you contact the fire would give off 

intensively irritating fum~s. Their definition does n~t 

refer to a particular task, but rather gives the examples 

such as bromobenzocyanide and chlorosetaphnyl and dia

phenylmunochlorinoxyn and diaphynlchlorinor.ine. 

'l'he Department of Transportation's definition i s 

not the same as ours, nor is the consumer product 

safety co;n.~ission's definition, but it's not inco~~atio l e 

with either one. But our definition isn't compatible 

with either one of them. 

Because the Departmont of Transportation do~s 1:::,t 

specify tests by which a material is determined to b ~ 

or not hazardou5 the two definitions lrnv~ 
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considerable overlap. Therefore, the definition that we 

have may or may not be more strict than the Department of 

Transportation, it is certainly more precise and it is 

easier to determine whether a material might be irritative 

under our definition as it is then under the DE':partT"'i~nt of 

Transportation's. 

. . 

MR. SELTZER: ~ct's go off the record for a second. 

J • 
J~t this time a discussion was had off the r ecord) 

MR. SELTZER: Let's take a short recess. 

Either that or we can adjourn now at 4:30 and then 

pick up tomorrow morning. 

MR. EARLY: That might be a good idea because 

he has, you know, a considerable ways to go 

probably in just completing this line and after 

recess it might get to get rather late. 

MR. SELTZER: Okay. Th~ witness did look like 

he was g~tting unc~rnfortablc. Yes, sir. 

J.IR. BALSIZER: I a:r.i Gary 13alsizc.:r with t he Uni on 

Oil Corn?any. I am \·.'ondering if we could ask so:-:,e 

questions pertaining to what's been said EO f a r? 

MR. SELTZER: H~l 1 f---. s c .:.ir.- ·.,' •. ~ ' - : ~--~,,,.:i 

I don,.._ ,. · _ ~~i~ is a logical break point because 

-•d wi tncss is now covering t hose areas that tney 

are classifying as hazardous, but ::r will cert.~inly 

_t___ef~r to co,msel. 
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MINNESOTA POLLU'rION CO?ITROL AGENCY 
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In the Matter of the Proposed Adoption 
of nulcs Govern1n5 the Identification, 
L~bcling, Claso1f1cat1on, Storage, Collection, 
Transportation and Dinposal of H~zardous 
\fa::ite and -of Ar.iendr:ients to Minnesota 
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----------------------------------------------Y. 
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File No. 
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The above-entitled matter came duly on before 

William Seltzer, liearing Examiner , on the 25th day of Octobe r, 
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· -;- J.Ut. ·~L'l'i.::.!i: Let• a go oacK on ~ne recv.i·u. · · · 
, ..... .. ., . · ' .. .·· . 

Q 

A 

·, 
Mr. Early. will you please continue with your Exa~1na 

t1on or the witness. 

,. _ (by ?l.r. ~arly continuinG) Mr. Kinsey, then, wo1:1ld you con

tinue to read from your prepared statement spot where you .· 

left off yeste4'day which I understand - correct r.ie if I •m 

wrong - is the r.iiddle or Page 21? 

Yes, that's correct. Section HW 2 B 3 d provides that a 

waste which is a corrosive material be classified as a 

hazardous waste. 

MR. SELTZER: Let -me interrupt the witness here. 

What section are you referring to? 

THE WITUESS: HW 2 B 3 d. 

Q Okay. Maybe ~e should note that you are on Paee 527, it's 

on the right-hand side or the page --

A 

Q 

It's on the left-hand side or the page. 

I'm sorry, left-hand side, three quarters or the way down 

or so. 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

It says, "<1. A corrosive material." The def1n1t1on of a 

coJTosivc rnater1~1 1s closely related to that of nn 1rr1tat~Yc 

material and in Jr~ 1 B 5 n corrosive material io defined as 

ona hav1n& anyone of ttu-ee different properties, a pH that 
.. 

is E;renter than 12 or less than 3, the eb111ty to cau!>e a 

visual destruction or irreversible alteration of skin tissu s 

7 ; .. · at the site · of contact when tested by the same technique as 

8,. . . ·t -. for an irritative rr.3.terial, or third, it's a corrosive 

9 material if it has a corrosion rate greater than O. 25 1nche 

10 per year or more when tested on the Society or Auto~ot1vc 

11 Engineers steel, 1020, according to the requ1rc~cnts in the 

. 12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 A 

National Association of Corrosion Engineers Standard T~-

01-69. Again as with the irritative materials, the def1n1t on 

or corrosive materials is closely related to the Oepartwent 

of Transportation's definition nnd the Consu~er Product 

Safety Cor:mrl.ssion•s definition. The Department or Transpor a

tion b~inc found in ~9 CFR, Section 173 and the Cons~ns r 

Prodi.lcts Safety de !"i:: i ~ion l?eing found in 16 CFR, Sect io!'"ls 

1500. 

MR. EARLY: Excuse me. ?-{r. P.earinc: Ex~mincr, we 

ask that you take ?r:'~~ --. • · ' · - • .:. · • :·. -~: ~ ce of thor '? ::..·•: · 

tior,P : ~ .. u~ C:..a.t! or Federal Rer;ulations. 

MR. SELTZER: I will so take adm1n1strat1ve 

notice, Counsel. 

The Depart~ent of Transportation defines a corrosive 

.:-!.- : ... 0 ""- '- :-. .•. e.;.~c-,· .. o., .... t: ~ . , 

,s~ :"'> \tL • ._. ,•, ••t: ~~~-~ ! ~:l• 

• ... ...• t ·-' ]. :.!_; .. ... ;" •• 
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.. 
material as a material that causes irreversible alteration 

in ~u~an skin when tested in accordance with the Consumer 
--.. ' 

Product Safety Co~r..1ss1on's rabbit skin test and it is to 

be_ ~csted for a period or four hours or less. The Depart-
. ' . 

ment of Transportation defines a corrosive naterial - it 

goes beyond - the Departraent or ~Tansportation goes beyond 

the biolocical test in defining a corrosive material, and 

it also includes a criteria that if it shows a corrosion 

rate on either aluminum or steel in excess of a quarter of 

an inch per year, that it be a corrosive material, and also 

gives a provision 1n there that provides for human experience. 

In other words, if there is an indication that the material 

is eith_er greater or less hazardous than that indicated by 

either one or thoso tests, then that experience could be 

used in classifying that material for transportation • 

The Consu.~er Product Safety Co1u.~1ss1on, on the other 

hand, uses only the rabbit skin test which is a biolor,ical 

test and it rleterrdnes t he 1rreve r3ibil1ty of dai~age to 

the s kin. It's also, as I said before, the same test that 's 

used in irritation and what it becomes, essentially, is 

depending upon what hap?ens to the rabbit skin. Ir n ot 

·much happens as defined by~ particular scale, it's 

irritative, but if it cccs so far as to cause an irrevc r s itlc 

damage to the rabbit's skin, it bccoraes corrosive. $0 the 

procedure is the same, 1t's just the result!; that you ~et 

; •· •,•.f ( : : ;>,; ,._ t,"t I ' 
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· at the end or the test that make it different. 
' 

'2 We selected a pll --
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Q~·~ Excuse me,· Mr: k1nscy . You noted DOT defines a corro51ve 

A 

material as one that has a corrosion rate on either alum1nu~ 

or steel, and in t he proposed rer.ulat1ons you have a cor

rosion rate only on steel. Could you explain briefly why 

aluminum 1a not included? 

The DOT included aluminum because a number of years ago the "'e 

were aluminum tankers that were ueed to transport hazardou5 

caterials. But that has lareely been eli~inated and has 

gone out of service, and DOT plans on elininat1ng, reduc1n: 

that particular requ1recent. We eliminated it now because 

we know or no instances t1here aluminum to contain the ,-.·aste, 

for disposal. Aluninum 1a too valuable as a resource for 

recovery, as a recoverable metal. Therefore, to require 

everybody to do a test to dcter~~ne if a material 1s cor

rosive to aluminum would have no real app11cnb111ty tot~~ 

disponal of that waste. So we did not require it. 

We did select a pH criteria also. 'l'hc p:! th~t 1::; 

greater thnn 12 or less than 3. The pH is a measur~ of 

t he acidity and the basisity or the alkalinity of a 

particular so~ut1on. In other words, if sorneth1n~ is ncid 

it has a very l ow pH . If something is alkaline, like lye 

tor instance, a solution of, like Draino and such would 

have a very h1Gh pH . And it has to do with a nunbc r of -

I\ IROY A . l\ ~"JNE;:OY 8 ASS uCIAT( S 
i.:~ ·· "'-. ~ s..: .. . •. E-,'t l U"- H :..• • ..- t.: : t.•(~ 

!;,.1 r.- "" l t.11:-.. ,l~OlA 1.:..,c. 1 
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Q 

l guess there's no reason to get into the explan~tion of 

that any further. We selected this criteria, fir st or nll -

Excuse me, Mr. Kinsey. Maybe you could explain the signifi 

cance or the pH number. 

I will do that. 

Okay. 

Okay. The solutions that have a pH that is either ~reater 

than 12 or less than 3 could eenerally be - they would caus~ 

an irreversible alteration of' skin t1s!3ues, and 1f you \o:er~ 

to run the test on them, the mere fact that that hi f,h a pH 

or that low a pH is corrosive to the skin means that it 

would be kind or wa~teful to do a teat that would co~t ~~yb~ 

a couple hundred dollars when you could take a pH paper 

which would cost only n few cents and know without actually 

splashing the stuff on you that that stuff 1& really goir.g 

to be corrosive and it's goin~ to cauae an irreversible 

damaee to the rabbit's skin. 

A pH less than 3 also ha3 the - beinc on the ac i dic 

side, these types ·or wastes would be danr.erous in a s1nit ~~: 

landfill situation b1;ca.use they would tend to further l oq~r 

the pH of the leachate wit!11n the landfill of the !!l~tc?'i :?..l 

or tho water as it r,oe s through the landfill, and t hat 

would tend to solubilize the heavy metals that ~re i n th~re 

and . make the problen at that l andfill that much worse. 

Ex6use ~e, Mr. Kinsey. By that, could you just explain a 

. . .. 
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1 little bit what you mean by problem worse in aolubilizine 

2 the heavy ~etals? 

3 A The heavy metals ions in a aanitary landfill situation will 

4 stay in place a s long as they don't bccor.ie soluble.- and move 

5 with t he water and thereby leave th~ landfill in a l eacnat e , 

6 And if you have an acidic situation with a very low pl!, 

7 then you will tend to increase the amount or metal wM.ch 15 

8 

9 

solubilized and therefore leaves the landfill end is no 

longer contained in the landfill. 

10 Q Is it then the desirable thing trom the pollution standpo1n' 

11 

12 

13 A 

14 Q 

15 A 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

to contain as many of these heavy r:1etal2 1n the landfill as 

you can? 

Yes. it is. 

Thank you. 

A pH or greater than 12 and less than 3 als o provides a 

hazard in the sanitary landfill situation where the l eac~atc 

genera ted with this pH would be di:;cha rged into a s t r .:,sr:: or 

lake t hat could be locat ed as close as a half a ~ile f~c~ 

the site becauEe at that level it would kill aquatic life 

if that leachate, if that n:aterial were subseque ntly dis

charg~d. 

22 Q Excuse me, Mr. Kinsey. Could you explain what you are ;::;c tt nt 

23 

24 )\ 

25 

at there? I think maybe it didn't co:ie through very clen:·l: • 

It's another reason for requ1r1ne a pH at those p~rt 1. cul c>.r 

levels, not so much because it's corrosive, but ~ec£u~~ it 

• I J i 

. ;;,';,,_ •• '- ". :,).::~1-,,.', t SlE~:.- t.A•o, C: O ~ 
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has toxic effects, and if you dispose 1t, a wa5te, with 

i those pH's into a sanitary landfill situation, it is totall: 

3 conceivable that that waste will result in a leachate ~hie~ 

t will kill fish or aquatic life that are located in the 

'5 waters ~here that lcach:te dischar re s into. 

5 Q That would be because the leachate, itself, would have a 

7 high pn? 

3 A That's because the leachate, itself, would have a h16h r,r:. 

3 

) 

2 

3 

) 

3 

7 

) 

The ability to cause a visible destruction or irreversi ~le 

alteration at the site of contact is the portion of the 

definition common to both the Department of Trar.sportatic:1 

and the Consumer Product Safety Comr.rl.ssion. The co~u~t~ 0n 

rate which is part of t he Dep2.rtr.e nt of Transportn tion ' s 

definition is important also to include both 1!1 orde~ th2.t 

it be compa.tib) e with DOT and this is because \·:a~.tes s:-,e 

often co~t~ined within steel contnincrs and vchi~les. As 

mentioned before, we did drop the alur.:inu:-!I r c:;qu!.rc;::c!'lt" t \•". ... . v 

DOT has becauze we we re not aware of any 1nst8ncea whe re 

aluminum ~as us~d to contain waste . Thcrefo~c there ~idn' t 

seem to be any reason to include it. 
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We next considered a parameter or acidity or basicity ., 

' , . 
~rom n corro3iVe standpoint. We concerned ourselves here 

with three possible scenarios, the first being ~irect con

tact. It. hns been determined that primary irritation can 

;be obtained from a substance which evidences a pH of leds 

than 2.5 or greater than 11.5. It should be noted, however 

that those levels are determined with tests on corneal ~e~

branes, that is, contact with the eye as opposed to con

tact with the epiderr.iis or the outside skin. 

The second scenario we considered was the potential 

tor pH contamination of ground water subsequently used for 

domestic or recreational purposes. Once again we con~idere 

an effective dilution or 100 to l. The national Academy 

or Sciences has recol'll1!lended that water used for domestic 

use or bathing purposes not . have a pH value or less than 

five or greater than nine. Ir we institute the effect~d 

dilution factor or 1 00 , this would sucgest that a materia l 

would be hazardous if in its preeent form prior to leachln 

into the ground water it has a pH of lens than three or 

greater than 11. 

The third scenario considered was the possibility t h~ 

acid or base properties of a hazardous waste could ev1denc 

KIRBY A. KENNEDY 6 ASSOCIATES 
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effects on aquatic coun~nit1cs exposed via contamination of 

. · a aquifer wl11ch subsequently fed surface waters. It was 

nec~ssnry at this point to extend the scenario, in that we 

are still using an effective dilution of 100 to 1 for move

rwent or the leachate from the landfill a~ea to the eround 

water aquifer. However, the ground water, as it enters t he 

s~face water, will once again be diluted and credit for t hc t 

dilution should be made • 

There are a wide ranee of scenarios suggested here. 

There are springs and freshets which receive this cr.ti:-e 

supply from ~round water aquifers, and therefore \':ould evi

dence no d_ilution upon .entering of the leachate . However, 

it is more often the case that ground water at any one poin 

in the surface water will constitute less th~n one percent 

or the total flow 1n that water volume. We cho~e to select 

this more conservative estimate and thereby credit the sur

face water or an additional dilution of 100 to 1. So th~t 

from movement from the landfill to the surface water lo:hich 

would sustain a viable aquatic community, the l e~c~~t e 1~

self will be diluted by a factor of 10,000. Once ~gain> 

the Nationa l Academy or Sc1ence3 has su~gested that · viable 

aquatic communities cannot b~ ~ainta1ned if the pH level 

falls below 6.5 or greater than 8.5. Inst1tutinG t~e 10 , 00) 

to 1 dilution factor, this would BURgest that a material 

would be a hazardous waste 1f it ha s a pH value or l e~s th~~ 

· "" 1 
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2.5 or greater than 12.5. 

-;!In c~n~idering these scenarios, we chose to define the 

criteria for hazardous waste those materials having a pH 

value or less than 3 or greater than 12. This co~pares to 

values from other states in the follo,-ting manner: The Stc.t 

or Washington has defined as hazardous wastes with a pH of 

less than ·3 or greater than 11 when a waste is diluted with 

an eq~al weight or water, California has defined as hazardo· s 

waste wastes that have a pH of less than 2 or greater than 

12. The current draft of the proposed EPA criteria for 

def1n1ng hazardous waates on a national basis 1s a pH value 

or less than 2 or greater than 12. Therefore, we are in 

full compliance on the upper end, suggesting the pH greater 

than 12. We agree with one of the three in using a value 
,./ 

or less than 3. Th~ other two have chosen to use the 

sli6htly lower value or a pH less than 2. 

I . 

. . . 
~ 
l 
! 
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' • > . . , ' ' • We ' ·ririally looked at one lnat parameter, corros1 ve ' . . 

·1rritation. Specifically, we were concerned with the 

ability of a waste when in direct contact with an oper ator 

or other individuals to provide irreversible effect or 

primary irritation. We therefore recommend that waste be 

defined as hazardous if they are capable of producing 

either of these effects, that 1~ irreversible effects to 

the skin or moderate or severe primary irri tati_on. We 

would define the latter as the development of moderate or 

severe eryethe~A, which is a redness of the skin or a 

chemical burn, if you will; eschar, which is the same affec 

in depth in the skin or edema, which is a raising or pro

duction of a welt on the skin from contact with the waste. 

These effects can be quantified utilizing a standard 

primary irritation test as recommended by the National 

Academy of Sciences and published in 16 CFR 1500.~l . We 

would recommend that utilization of this test with results 

of 5 or greater on the primary irritation scale would con

stitute a waste that 1s hazardous. 

In any other taking of this type, it is i mpossible to 

select scenarios which will satisfy all interests. There 

1s certainly a deQ"ee of subjectivity invo lved in the 

~:·~1-------:---------
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selection or the scenarios .and in interpretation of the 

results. Therefore, we feel that a thi~d judemcnt should 

be passed . upon criteria. This is a Judgment of reasonnb111ty. 

We therefore took our criteria or the criterio we reco!!'IIi'.er.d~d 

as a result of our work and nppl1ed t hem to numerous clier.ictll 

1aate1als and waste materials to determine which or these 

would indeed have qualified as hazardous waste and which 

would not. 

In applying the criteria to the 109 toxic pollutants 

presently receiving affluent limitations as a result of 

Section 307 or the Water Pollution Control Act Amend~ents 

and the consent agreed between the NHDC and the EPA, we 

found that all 109 toxic pollutants, if taken as a pure 

r,lcl.terial, would ceet the criteria as a hazardous waste if 

they were disposed or in that state. Secondly, we rev1ewet 

documented cases reported by the Environmental Protection 

Agency of damage resultinc frora improper management of 

wastes. In all cases we found that those wastes which, in 

fact, produced damage to t he environment or to h~an hc~ltr. 

would have qualified as hazardous waGtes under the reco:.~e :- dec 

criteria .• 

We were also concerned that any criteria requiring 

testing or the wastes could impose an econo~ic burde n on 

the generators. If one were to do a full battery or toxicc

loeical test1n~ on a waste watcrial, the bill could exce~d 

I • ; 
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A Next consider the evaluation of corrosive potential 

wastes. Since skin damage is a very likely harmful effect 

of exposure to wastes, a test for determining the corros

: , . ; ive.properties of a waste is proposed as appears in the 
. . .: . ,. . ';, . 

Sta_te Register HW l B 5. This t e st has been adopted fro.'ll 

·•· . 
' . 

well ·established regulations employed by the Department 

.•. , ,,. , ,of 'l'ransportat~on and by the consumer products safety 
. . . 

commission for many years and their adoption here is 

( 0. 

reasonable. It should be pointed out that this test uses 

a subjective end-point; namely, redness, or erythema and 

swelling, but one that is because of extensive experience 

well characterized and appropriate for waste management. 

Dr. Anders, would a substance with a PA of 12 damage the 

skin? 
' 

"'< . ... ;.. 
1-.°"<-·· 
If' : 
~;i ' . 
f .. 

A Yes, unless immediately washed off it would dam~ge the 

0. 

A. 

0. 

skin. 

What about substance with a PH of 3? 

By theEame token, lµlless removed from the skin it would 

damage the skin. 

Thank you. 
- - - - --- - -.--·--· - .... -- - ·-· - --- -----~~ , _ .. - . 
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CS McCrossan, Inc 
Box AD 

t (C t O 

1 
, t ,' -.:: O• • I [ i,/ 

Osseo, MN 55369 

Attention: Ray Hite 

Dear Mr Hite 

Enclosed are copies of the dennal irritation test results on the two 
samples of li me s ludge . 

T•,,::·•..1•~r 
I,~ :,C: "T C, 110, t.[ t:1 :- ; .. , C. 

These samples were taken on Septmeber 17, 1981 in coordination with Lisa 
Thorvig of the MPCA and personnel of CS McCrossan. Sample #1 (our labora
tory #3027 ) is a cross-section of undisturbed material taken in the pit. 
Sample #2 (our laboratory #3028} is a sample of wetter material taken from 
the scoop of a crane which was transferring the lime to higher ground. Ac
cording to the results, sample #2 is more irritative than #1, but stil l not 
enough so to fai l the test. It can be seen that neither sample is irrita
tive or corrosive . 

The method employed in this testing was the FHSA Method for Dermal Irrita
tion. The FHSA Method is the test described in 16 CFR § 1500.41 (1977), 
and referred to by 6 MCAR § 4. 9001 B.5 (page 3 of the Minnesota Pollution 
Control Agency Hazardous Haste Rules). 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 645-3601 , ext 
125 . 

Sincere 1y 

10:,~f ~ C)/G_ vi,~ 
Richard J Hlavka 
Environmental Specialist 

RJH/ms 

Encl. 
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RIC~ABD J. HLAVKA 
T~I~ CITY TESTING 
662 CR8M NELL AV ENUE 
ST. ?AUL, MN 55 114 

,I:iE SL ~OGE: LAB #3027; s;.r.PLE #1 

'U3CH~ SE OrtDER NU MBER C :442 

ENCL03ZD: 

-
RF.PORT 

RT LAB NO. 896899 

ENT ERED 09/23/ 81 

R~P ORTE'C 10/15/81 

PRI MA RY DERMAL I RR ITATION - METHOD , SU~MARY 

RAW DATA ATTACHED 

SIGNED: •• ✓.f~.k~ . ..... .. .... ... . 
;hR Y W. THOMP - ON, BS -~ 
~A NAGER , ACUT : TOXICOLOGY 

BY ASD FOR RALTECH SCIE~TIFIC SERVICES, INC. 
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PAGE 2 

~PH.: ::- La C;;::: L.t.B #3027 ; ~-~:~FL£ #1 

'~ I~ 3~I i IRRITATION 
TE ST A~ l ~'L: Y0U NC A~rLT ~KBBI1S {APPROXI~ATELY 14 WE EKS OF AGF) OF THE 

N?~ Z2ALAND ~HITE STE AIN WERE MAINTAINED INDIV I DUALLY IN SCRElS 30TTO~ 
CA~~S IN TEM PE3ATURE AND HUMIDITY CO~TROLLED QUARTERS , PROVIDFD CONTINUOUS 
~cr~ss ro CDM~ERCl AL LA BO~ AT c aY FEED A~D ~AT~R, AN D HELD FOR >M ACCLIMATION 
P ~~IJD JF AT L~AST 7 DAYS. 

THfi:'.E ~;LE A~O T!--! FtE FE:1ALE ACCLI:-!ATED ANI!'.ALS WERE CHOSEN AT RANDOM FOR 
TH E TEST , T~ EATED , ~ND M~INTAI~ED DURING THE OBSERVATION PERirD AS SPECI
fl ZD FCR T~~ ACCL1~ATION PERIOD . TEST A~IMALS WERE IDENTIFIE t BY ANI~AL 
~ U~ ?SR A~~ C8RRE ~FC~ OING EAR ~AG. T~ENTY-FOUR HOURS BEFORE TPEAT~E~T 
THE :-!AIR ilAS CLI ? PfD FRO~ THE BACK AND FLANKS OF EACP. ANIMAL. 

PREPA~ATIJ~ A~D CO~CENTRATION OF TEST MATERIAL: AS SUB~ITTED , }H DETERMINED 
TO PE APrP.OXI~ATELY 12.s 

TR £~T~EjT: JUST BEFO~ E THE TE ST ~ATERIAL WAS APPLIED, CRISSCRO~S EPIDERMAL 
ABRASIONS WERE MAD£ CN ONE EXPOSED AREA OF EAtH RABBIT TO PROVIDE ONE 
AaRA DED A~D ONE !~TACT TEST SITE . (TP.E ABRASIONS WERE SUFfICI EXTLY DEEP 
Ta PENEr~~TE THE STR;TUM COR~EUM, BUT ~OT DEEP ENOUGH TO PENETRATE TO THE 
DER~AL LAYER A~D CAU SE BLEEDI~G .) 

T~E TEST ~ATERIAL WAS APPLI ED TO THE TWO TEST SITES ON EACH RIBBIT IN THE 
AMOU~T JF 0.5 XL PER SI TE . EACH TREATED AREA WAS COV~RED WIT E A 5.0 X 
5.0 CM ;A1ZS PATCH SECU RED WITH PAPER TAPE A~D OVER~ RAPPED WI1H SARAN WRAF 
A~D ELAST)?LAST TAPE TO ~AINTAIN THE TEST ~ATERIAL IH CONTACT WITH THE SKI~ 
!.SD DECiE' ASE TH'S nATt: OF EH.?CRATION. CCLLARS WERE APPLIED TC THC: ANIMALS 
FOR THE 24-HOUR TREAT~ENT PERIOD. 

OBSE9V~TIO~S: AFTER TSEAT~ENT THE PATCHES WERE RE~ OVED AND THE T2ST MATERIAL 
~~s ilFC: D (NOT :.ZASil E r, ) FROM 1!-IE A~EA AS TnOR OUGHL~ AS POSSIBLF iHTi-i OUT 
I R:n:T:',T[.'.i~ THE S:<l~. THS DEGPEE OF EnYTi:P!A AND EDEMA WAS RE!.D ACCORDING 
T ~; TP. t DRAI:.:E T ECl1 ~I~UE . • I\ sr:co~D READillG WAS TAKE~ AT 72 P. CURS TO 
J~TE~ MI ~~ TH E PRi ~A RY I ~RITA TIO~ INDEX FOk T~E SA~PL~ . 

PAT ~O LOGY: AT STUDY T: ~MI~ATI OS ALL ANIMALS WERE EUTHA~ATIZED AND DISCARDED . 

*DSAI7S , J. H., 19 ::9 , A?P~l.ISAL OF THE SAFETY OF CHEMICALS IN FO:JDS, DRUGS 
AND C03METICS - DEF ~AL TOXICITY . ASSOCIATION OF FOOD AND DRU C· JFFICIALS 
:>F THE U. S. , TOPF.KA , K.a.~ S AS, PP . 49-51 . 
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A~•\ \ ,,,,,,,rt , •-.tun f.l ir,,.., Cnm1,,1·· , <··.-'t· 
? AC:F 3 

~1 ~ ~~ r x 1R 2!TPTION(cas •JN UE ) ) 
~~ST ~\!M ~l : ~ E~ ZF ALAiD ~HIT E STRAIN RAPR1!S 
S~; U ? C ~ : i( U I Pr: R ' S i, I'. P f' : T:! '! , GA (l Y , I~ 
JAT2 A~l:H.LS f<E:CE l '/ED : 9/ 16/8 1 
DAT~ f~ ST STAbT[ D: ~ / 22 / ~ 1 DATE TE ST CO~PL ETED: 1 0/1/6 1 

l'EJ~:.~y ~E~ '.". /1. L '!' fi PI'.: hT1U~ :. COR ~: 6 RAFIHT rEAS 
24 :! ~U~~ : 1.3 
7'>. liCI U :'.~ : 1.4 

!'r-1 vnn f•E :~ ~ /1.L I RR :: 'I AT ; ex n iDE :•. : * 1.4 

* 'L; 1;; ? 5 ! :-! A tH C E .R l1 ft. L I :· RI 1 A TIO 'i 1 N D £ X I S TE E S U !1 0 F TH F. 2 4 ~ ND -i 2 - H JU R 
P~l~~?. Y rER MAL I ~P. ITATION SC ~RES , DIVIDED BY TWO AN D HOU~D ED 10 T~E ~EA RE~T 
T t:~7½ . 

CONCLUS!O~: 
P.CCJRDJ~ '; TO FHS .t f\EGUU\TIO?-;S , THIS COM P OUND IS i.: or A PRI~A_RY SKIN IP.RITA~T . 

, 
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ATl'ACHMENT I 

SCALE FOR SCORING SKIN REACTIONS 

Eryt:hema and Eschar Formation: 

No erythama •••••• · • 
Doubtful or bare.ly perceptible 
Very slight erytllama • • 
Slight, not wall defined • • 
Well define.cl erythama •• • 
Moderate • • • .. •••••• 

. . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . •· . . . . . 

Moderate to severa eryth.em.a • • ••• 
Severa, not beet rad • • • 
Severe erythema (beet redness) to slight: 

eschar formation (injurles in depth) 

Edema Formation: 

No ed.ema • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • 
Doubtful. -or barely perceptible ••••••••. ••• 
Very alight edemL • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • 
Slight, not wall defined •••••••••• • • 
Slight edema ( edges or area. wall 

dGfiued by dafinite. raising) •••••••• 
Edges wall dafinad, but lesa than l mut ••••••• 

Moderate edema (raised approx:inUlte.ly l.O 111111) •••• 
Greater than l. ma, cxposur& area oo.ly or 

l. a:m. extOllding beyond c.x-posure area. • • • 
Snera edama (rai.9od ti'l0re than 1. 0 mm extending 

beyond tha area. of exposure) • • • • • • • • • • • 

Value 

0 
o.s 
1 
l.S 
2. 
2.5 
3 
3. 5 

4 

0 
o.s 
l 
1.5 
-
2. 
2.s 
3 

3.S 

4 



RICHAr.P. J . HLAVKA 
TWJ~ ClTY TESTI K~ 
667 CNOi JELL AV FNUE 
sr . PAUL, M~ 55114 

~IME SLUDGE : LA B t302f ; SAMPLE #2 

?UPCHASE O~JrR ~U~BEE C 3442 

F.NCL~SED : 

R F.i:OhT 

RT LAB ro. 896900 

ENTF.RED 09/23/81 

REP0RTE L 10/15/81 

- PRlKAF.Y DERMAL IRRITATION - METHOD, SUMl'!ARY 

R~R DATA ATTACHED 

SlGJ:ED: --~7.1:1??'~ ... .... ..... ..... . 
~hRY ~. THOr.F SO~, PS 
HA~AGER, ACUTE TOXICOLOGY 

BY tND FOR EALTECH SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, INC. 



- ! ; - -. . 
A O •v••,10 11 ()I rl~1!, tr,., P, , ,,.,,. Ct.lfflU,t:1 , 

ll'!F: SL!J!)G£: LAfl t-3022; :::.AM FLE' #~ 

~lH SKIN 1RRITA7ION 
TEST ANIM~L: YCU~G ArVLT RABBITS (lPP ROXI~ATELY 14 WEErs CF AG ~) OF THE 

NEJ ZFALh~D ~HITE STh~IN ~ELE ~Al~TAI~ED INDIV I DUALLY IN SCREf~ 30TTOX 
CAGES IN TEXPF:HATU?E FND hU~IDITY CONTRO!LED QUARTERS, PPCV!D 1D CO~TINUOUS 
ACC~SS r a corMERCJAL l~BO~AT OBY FEED A~~ WAT~R, A~D HFLD FOR AN AC~LIMATION 
PF.RIOD ~FA T LEhST 7 DAYS . 

f!fRf.:E '1!\Lr. AND T;-i:-, f.E FEMALE ACCLI!-'.A7ED A:-llliALS Wf;~E CEOSE~l AT RA~:>O~ FOR 
TH• rr.sr , TRFATED , t~D MAINTAINE D DURIKG THE OBSERVAT TOS PE~I<D ~3 SPECI
FI ED FOR Tl!~ ACCLH!ATIO~ PERICD. TEST ~~!IMALS !-IF.RE IDENTIFIEC BY ANH!AL 
NU~BER A~D CORRESPONDING EAR TAG . TWF.~TY-FOUR ~OURS ~EFOPE Tf~ATMEN! 
THE HAIR ~AS ~LI?FED FPO~ THf BACK ASD FLANKS OF EACH ANIMAL. 

PREPASATIJN AND CO~CENTRATICN Of TEST MATERIAL: AS SUB~ITTED , IH DETERMINED 
T0 3E APPROXI~AT~LY 12.0 

TREAT~ENT: JUST oEFORt THE TE ST MATERIAL ~AS APPLIED, CRISSCRO~S EPIDERMAL 
ABRASIONS hEBE MADE U~ ONE EXFbSED AREA OF EACH EABBIT TO PROVIDE ONE 
AB P.ADED AND O~E IN~ACT TEST SITE. (THE ABRASIONS WE RE SUFFJCJENTLY DEEP 
TO PENEfRATS THE STRATUM CORN EUK , BUT NOT DEEP ENOUGH TO PENETRATE TO THE 
DER~AL LAYER AND CAUSE BLEEDI NG .) 

THE TESf MATERIAL fA S APPLIED TO THE T~O !EST SITES 0~ EACH E~BBI T IN THE 
AM OU~T JF 0 . 5 ML FER SITE. EACH TREATED A~EA WAS COV SRED WITi A 5. 0 X 
5 . 0 CM ~AUZE TATCE SECURED WITH PAPER TA P2 AKD OVERWRAPPED WI~H SA3A~ WRAP 
~ND EL~STJPLAST TAPE T~ ~AINTIIN THE TEST MATERIAL IS CONTACT ~ITH T!IS SKIN 
AND DECRSASE THE RATS ar EVAPCRATJON. COLLA RS WERE AFPLIED T( T~E ANIMALS 
FOR THE 24-HOU~ TbFA1~ENT PE~IOD . 

OBS::i-VA'!'I:>NS: AFTEF TF EAT~ENT THE PATCHF.S WC:RE REMOVED ANT) TJ!F. TEST MATERT.~L 
\.l ~~ WIPE D OCT wAS l:E" ) FR Ol'! TP.'t A?EA AS Tl-i CR0UG J~LY AS PC~SIPLY iHTHOUT 
IRRITATIN~ THE SK IN . THE DEG~EE OF E~YT~ F~A AND EDEMA WAS ~E;D ACCO RDI~G 
TC' T il F: DR A I Z t_; TE CE•" i Gu E • * A SEC O ~rn RC:: A DI !i G ;.; A S T i\ KE~ AT 7 2 !H W .RS TO 
DET~ ? ~I~~ THE PRirFR} IRRITATION INDEX FOR THE SA~PLE . 

P~THOLOtY: A! STUDY TERMINATirN ALL ANIMALS WERE EUTHA~ATIZED ;~D DISCARDED. 

*D~1 f..IZE, .J. H., 19'-9 , fi.PPRAISAt OF THE SAFETY OF CHEMICAL~ H FO::l:)S , DRUGS 
AND COSMFTI2S - DER~~L TOXICITY . ASSOCI~TIO ~ OF FOOP AND DRV< JFFICIALS 
OF T~E U. S. , TOPEKA, KANSAS , FP. 49-51 . 
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'!·.1:-! ~KI~ I~FI'.i'ATION (CC':: JNUF D) 
T~ST A~l ~AL : NEW ZFALAND WHITE STRAIN RABBITS 
s r·u ?CC:: KUJ PF:R ' S ;{;.f,RTTRY , Gl:. kY, IN 
DA7E ~~:XALS RE:EI\ED : 9/16/81 

.e 
PAGF 3 

JATE TEST STARTSD : 9/29/81 DAT~ TEST COMPLETED: 10/1/81 

?P.J ~:~RY ~,s R '.1 AL IRR JTA l'TCN SCOR F. f; RA BB IT t-!EAN 
2 !l Ii OU l, S : 3.3 
72 :-10UkS : 1.8 

PR I ~ARY :)£:( :-'.AL JRR:ITATICN IllDEX :• 2 . 6 

-

• THE PRI,ARY DES~Al lhRITATIO~ INDEX IS THE SUM OF THE 24 AND 72-H OUR 
·~RI~AaY DER~AL IRFIT~TIOS SCORES, DIVIDED BY TWO AND ROUNDED 10 THE NEAREST 
T'::~T M. 

CONCLUS!O•: : 
ACCORDING TO FBSA REGULATIONS , THIS CO~POU~D I S NOT A PRIMARY SKI~ IRRITANT . 

CO t'. ?' ENTS : 

CNE ~~I~~L £X~IBITED ~LANCHI~G OF THE ABRADED TEST SITE AT BO!H OBSERVhTIONS 
AND sus:UTA~ EO US ~~MORRHAGE OF THE SAME SITE AT 72 HOURS . 
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ATTACHMENT I 

SCALE FOR SCORING SKIN REACTIONS 

Erythema and Eschar Fonnation: 

No erythema. • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • • 
Doubtful or barely perceptible ••• • • • 
Very slight erythema • ••• • •• •• ••••••• 
Slight, not wall defined ••• •• • •••••••• 
Well defined erythema • • • • ••• 
Moderate • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Moderate to severe erythema. • • •••••••• 
Severa, not beet rad • • • •• 
Severo erythema (beet redness) to slight 

escbar formation (injuries in depth) •••• • . - . 

Edema Fo~tion: 

No edema. • • • • • • • • • • • t • • • • • • • • 

Doubtfui -or barely puceptibl• • • • • • • • • • • • 
Very slight edema • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Sli&ht, not wall. dafiDed • •• • ••••• ••• •• 
Slight edema ( edgu or area well 

defined by definite raising) •••••••••• ~ 
Edges wall defined, but • less than l aa •.••••• 
Moderate edema (rai.sed approximately l.O 111:11) • ••• 
Greater tbs.n l mm. exposura srea. only or 

l 11111, extending beyond exposure area • • • • • • 
Severe edema (raisQd mare than 1.0 mm extending 

beyond tba uaa. of exposure) • • • • • • • • • • • 

Value -
0 
o.s 
1 
l . S 
2 
2.S 
3 
3.S 

4 

0 
o.s 
l 
1.5 

.. 2 
2.s 
3 

3.5 

4 




